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Abstract—We present a custom-built, multi-physics model to
investigate electromagnetic wave propagation in extreme random
media such as human tissue and study its subsequent pho-
tothermal effects. The proposed finite-element model consists of
two segments – the first one estimates the intensity distribution
along the beam path, while the second calculates the increase in
temperature due to the wave distribution inside the tissue. We
determine the intensity variation in the tissue using the radiative
transfer equation and compare the results with Monte Carlo
analysis and existing analytical models. The intensity information
is then utilized to predict the rise in temperature with a bio-
heat transfer module, powered by Pennes’ bioheat equation. The
model is parametric, and we perform a systematic photothermal
analysis to recognize the crucial variables responsible for the
temperature growth inside the tissue, particularly for terahertz
and near infrared optical frequencies. Our numerical model
can serve as a benchmark for intrabody communication studies
involving complex heterogeneous media.

Index Terms—Electromagnetic wave propagation, Radiative
transfer equation, Photothermal effects, Pennes’ bioheat equation

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been a spike in the interest

for intrabody communications (IBC) [1], [2], as it is vital

for wearable sensors [3] or implants [4] in a human body.

The advancements in nanobiosensing systems have facilitated

new modalities to monitor the health of an individual or

even detect diseases [3] in the early stage. Such intelligent

nanosensing networks work in-vivo, usually embedded in the

human tissue. These complex systems often require a wire-

less communication link to exchange information. Different

communication technologies have been considered for IBC,

including molecular signals [5], acoustic signals [6], electric

and magnetic currents [7], and electromagnetic (EM) waves.

Focusing on the latter, originally, researchers used IBC with

the human body as a waveguide while treating the tissue as a

communication channel, and relied mostly on low-frequency

EM. At present, the miniaturization of sensors has shifted the

paradigm of communications from low-frequency EM waves

(microwaves) to high-frequency EM waves (terahertz band and

beyond), paving the way to nanosensor networks [8], [9]. Such

high-frequency operable nanonetworks typically use advanced

nanophotonic and nanoelectronic sensors and require a new

approach to realize effective communication schemes. This

demand led to the realization of a new branch called - the

Internet of Nano-Things [10] and Nano-Bio-Things [11].

Compact nanobiosensors [12] are typically designed to

stay in contact with the sensing medium such as blood and

are embedded inside human tissue. The tissue is a compli-

cated heterogeneous system with multiple layers. It poses a

significant challenge [13] as EM waves experience variable

absorption through layers. Also, high-frequency EM waves

contain significantly smaller wavelengths than the surrounding

tissue and can experience scattering. Overall, such a system

results in a complicated communication channel and restricts

the placement of the sensor inside the tissue. Although one

could mitigate this issue by using a high power source, it could

result in other consequences such as photothermal effects [14]–

[16]. Over the past years, there have been extensive studies

on channel modeling at the nanoscale [17] along with the

photothermal effects. The works utilized models at the cellular

level and extended the studies from terahertz frequencies to

optical frequencies [18], [19]. We believe it is essential to

extend these studies to large-scale modeling that involves

human tissues and comprehend a safe way of utilizing EM

waves for IBC.

Electromagnetic wave interaction with human skin is an

intriguing subject that excited researchers in the past and led to

several mathematical models [20] to estimate the propagation

inside the tissue. Some of the notable ones include Monte

Carlo analysis [21], Diffusion approximation of the radiative

transfer equation [22] or K-M theory [23], to name a few. Of

these approximations, Monte Carlo analysis is regarded as the

most accurate [20] as it estimates propagation by considering

each photon as a ray of light and tracks its path in the

tissue. However, it is computationally expensive and requires

substantial computational resources and time. The next best

approach is the diffusion approximation [20]. This method

uses partial differential equations to calculate the intensity

variation and requires less time.

In this paper, we use the abovementioned approaches to

estimate the EM wave distribution inside tissue and couple
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the data to a heat transfer module. In the past, to estimate

the heat distribution inside the tissue, some groups used

Fourier heat conduction [24], hyperbolic heat conduction [25],

thermal wave model of bioheat transfer [26], and dual-phase

lag model [27]. All these models work accurately and are

specifically tuned to work adequately for heterogeneous media

by considering the microscale thermal variations [28]. How-

ever, in our case, we deal with macroscale variation of heat

transfer, and hence we employ Pennes’ approximation [29] of

the bioheat equation (PBE) to calculate the heat distribution.

Also, the equation incorporates heat from blood perfusion and

metabolism, resulting in a practical scenario [30].

Our model combines the diffusion approximation of the

radiative transfer equation and Pennes’ bioheat equation to

calculate the intensity distribution inside the tissue along

with the temperature rise. Such combined models are highly

beneficial not only for investigating IBC but also for studies

like photodynamic therapy [31], photothermal therapy [32],

photoacoustic imaging and spectroscopy [33], [34], and opti-

cal coherence tomography [35], among others, as one could

calculate the intensity distribution and photothermal effects in

one go. We illustrate the multi-physics model as a standard to

perform complex channel modeling on large-scale domains

such as human tissue and predict the photothermal effects

accurately in less time.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In

Sec. II, we introduce the computational model with the physics

modules used to estimate the tissue’s intensity distribution

and temperature rise. In Sec. III, we present the results in

a step-by-step manner. First, we discuss wave propagation

in the tissue by employing different wavelength sources and

discuss the significance of modeling by utilizing different

tissue properties. We then present the photothermal analysis

by varying the source’s power and beam waist to showcase

the temperature variation. We also showcase a technique to

control the temperature rise by modulating the power of the

incident EM source. We finally conclude the work in Sec. IV.

II. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

We use COMSOL [36], a finite element analysis (FEM)

software, to build the theoretical model. We built a 2D axially-

symmetric tissue geometry composed of three layers, epider-

mis, dermis, and blood-infused fat. These three layers imitate

the topmost portion of human tissue. Since it is a parametric

model, one can easily vary the tissue’s thickness, absorption,

and scattering coefficients. The layers are surrounded by an

infinite element domain, mimicking a semi-infinite region.

We utilized two physics modules; one takes care of the

intensity distribution while the other assists in determining the

temperature rise.

To estimate the intensity distribution, we built a custom

module that utilizes diffusion approximation of the radiative

transfer equation [37], which is given by:

(
1

v

∂

∂t
−D∇2 + μa

)
Φ(−→r , t) = q0(

−→r , t) (1)

where v is the speed of wave, which is speed of light in this

case, D is the diffusion coefficient given by D = 1
3(μa+μs

′ )
,

μa is the absorption coefficient, μs
′

is the reduced scattering

coefficient, Φ(−→r , t) is the fluence rate and q0(
−→r , t) is the

source. Here, we use the fluence rate in the place of Irradiance.

Irradiance is the radiation power incident on the flat surface,

while the fluence rate accounts for the power incident on

a sphere of a unit cross-section. Considering the absorption

and scattering inside the tissue, the fluence rate seems more

appropriate in our case. Generally, each layer in the tissue will

have a different set of absorption and scattering coefficients.

Consequently, the diffusion varies in each layer. On top of

that, the absorption and scattering coefficients depend on the

incident beam’s wavelength and intrinsic tissue properties such

as melanin content. Hence, diffusion can vary from person to

person depending on the incident wavelength. So, it is critical

to have a parametric model that accounts for all the variations.

We built our model, keeping this aspect in mind, and made it

parametric.

We use the Dirichlet boundary condition at the incidence

boundary. There is also a provision to define the incident

beam shape along with the power, and beam waist, as per

requirements. In this paper, we used a Gaussian beam as it

is the most common beam profile. One of the limitations of

the diffusion approximation is that it does not incorporate the

information on the refractive index of the tissue layers. Hence,

the model does not calculate the reflections at the incidence

and between the layers. It estimates the intensity distribution

of the incident wave by assuming a uniform refractive index.

Hence, for the given model, it is crucial to validate the intensity

distribution study before heading to the photothermal analysis.

To validate the numerical model, we compared the results

with an analytical system that utilizes Beer-Lambert’s law

and a Monte Carlo simulation (MC) developed by Steven

Jacques and his group [38], [39]. The analytical system is

a 1D model and considers both absorption and scattering

in the tissue as absorption. Coming to the MC model, it

utilizes a 2D domain and accounts for absorption, scattering

as well as the refractive index of individual layers. It assumes

Electromagnetic (EM) waves as several rays, and each ray is

given a certain weight at the incidence. As the ray propagates,

depending on the absorption and scattering coefficients of

the layer, the weight decreases, and the direction of the ray

changes. The model plots millions of such rays and determines

the intensity distribution inside a tissue. As it incorporates

all the intricacies in light-tissue interaction, the model is

considered the closest to reality. However, it is time-consuming

and requires substantial computational resources. Our model,

on the other hand, can estimate the wave propagation in 3D

and solve the problem in less time, while generating results

close to that of the MC approach. We present the comparison

of these models in the next section.

Once the model calculates the intensity distribution inside

the tissue using the diffusion approximation of radiative trans-

fer equation, it feeds the data to the heat transfer analysis
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Fig. 1. Computational domain comprising of Air, Epidermis, Dermis and
blood-infused fat. EM wave is incident on the air domain and propagates
through tissue layers. The line of symmetry for simulation is indicated in the
above figure.

module. This module utilizes Pennes’ bioheat equation (PBE)

to calculate the temperature distribution inside the tissue. The

equations are given by:

ρCp
∂T

∂t
+ ρCpu.∇T +∇.q = Q+Qbio (2)

Qbio = ρbCp,bωb(Tb − T ) +Qmet (3)

where, ρ is the tissue density, Cp is the specific heat capacity of

the tissue, T is the local tissue temperature, q is the boundary

heat flux, Q is the source, Qbio is the bioheat source, which

is a combination of metabolic heat given by Qmet and blood

perfusion related heat source, ρb is the density of blood, Cp,b

is the specific heat capacity of blood, ωb is the blood perfusion

rate and Tb is the blood temperature .

The intensity observed inside the tissue layers acts as the

heat source, increasing the tissue’s temperature. However, the

bioheat source Qbio acts as negative feedback and aids in

reducing the temperature. Our human body continuously regu-

lates the temperature and maintains it at a standard temperature

(37◦C). It uses the blood under the tissue as a medium to

transport heat and maintain body temperature. For example, if

we touch a cold surface, the temperature drops down at the

tissue’s surface. Eventually, the body restores the temperature

to the previous value by continuously transferring the heat with

blood flow. Similarly, when an EM wave with sufficiently high

power is incident on a surface, there is feedback from the body

that works to bring down the temperature to the standard value.

We supply this feedback in the form of Qbio. Heat transfer

can also occur externally through airflow (convection) around

the skin. We considered this effect and applied a heat flux (q)

boundary condition to the top layer of the tissue. This heat flux

also assists in reducing the temperature. However, it depends

on the heat transfer coefficient and external temperature. If the

surrounding temperature is low and the heat transfer coefficient

is high, the tissue temperature reduces fast. We use this

equation along with the boundary conditions mentioned above

to analyze the temperature distribution inside human tissue.

Since the equations are time-dependent, we can assess the

temperature variation in time. When an EM wave is incident

on a tissue for a period of time, due to the negative feedback

of heat source from the body, the temperature rise is predicted

to take an asymptotic shape. Although there is a continuous

input from the EM source, the negative feedback from the

metabolic heat and the heat flux brings down the value.

These parameters are strictly dependent on the surroundings

and body conditions. Hence, the regulated temperature value

is subject to change. Figure 1 shows the 2D-axisymmetric

model with the line of symmetry representing the center

of the tissue layers. We built a 2D-axisymmetric model as

the computational domain is azimuthally symmetric. It yields

distribution in 3D with solving time of the 2D model. As

per the geometry, as mentioned before, the tissue geometry

has three layers while the computational domain consists of

four layers - Air, Epidermis, Dermis, and Blood-infused fat.

This configuration is the most common human tissue model.

Coming to the thickness of layers, we chose 0.2mm for air

layer, 0.2mm for the epidermis, 1mm for the dermis layers,

and 1.6mm for the blood-infused fat. As the fat layer consists

of several blood vessels and capillaries, we consider the whole

system as blood-infused fat. The EM wave is incident on the

top layer as shown by the arrow, and one can define the beam

profile and the beam waist. Using this model, we collect 1D

and 2D plots to estimate the intensity distribution and the

tissue’s temperature rise.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section presents the theoretical analysis of EM wave

propagation and the corresponding photothermal effects inside

the tissue. EM wave spectrum consists of several bands

ranging from radio waves with extremely long wavelengths

to gamma rays with extremely short wavelengths. Present-

day advanced nanophotonic chips or wearable devices, that

are typically used for intra-body communications work at

non-ionizing high-frequency bands, leaving us with visible,

infrared, and microwave bands. We chose near-infrared (NIR)

and terahertz (THz) bands for our simulations. Human tissue

experiences high scattering in the NIR range and high ab-

sorption in the THz range, and we believe these two bands

signify and represent the overall behavior of EM spectrum.

As discussed before, our custom-built module performs the

wave propagation and passes the intensity information to the

next module, i.e., the heat transfer module. From this module,

we get the results related to the increase in temperature and

its distribution inside the tissue. Here, we present these results

systematically, along with the parametric analysis. This study

gives a better idea of the specific parameters reasonable for

wave propagation and temperature regulation.
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A. Wave Propagation - NIR regime

The NIR regime in the EM spectrum is considered a

biological window as it offers higher penetration depths

due to the high scattering coefficient of tissue layers. Here,

we chose a source of 1030nm wavelength to illustrate the

wave propagation. As mentioned in the previous section,

we tested two other techniques (analytical and MC model)

along with the diffusion approximation (DA) for reference.

For this analysis, we collected and used the absorption and

scattering coefficients of the individual tissue layers [40]. The

thickness is the same, as shown in Figure 1. We chose an

arbitrary power along with a beam waist of 0.2mm. Figure 2

below summarizes the distribution observed for MC analysis,

diffusion approximation, and the 1D plot through the center.

Since the initial layer is composed of air with zero absorption

and scattering, the incident wave passes through the layer

without reducing the intensity. The same can be observed in

Figure 2(a) and (b). While coming to the tissue layers, the

distribution varies drastically. This change is due to the high

scattering coefficient observed in the tissue layers. MC analy-

sis considers individual rays, and hence their scattering leads to

a change in the direction of rays that results in a non-uniform

distribution. This approach is more practical as it is close to

the real-world scenario. On the other hand, the FEM model

utilizes a diffusion approximation that does not incorporate

ray scattering, literally. It uses the scattering coefficient in the

diffusivity parameter, and the inclusion is typically to generate

an approximate intensity variation. In the MC analysis, there

is a focus at the end of the epidermis layer, which results from

high scattering. However, in the DA analysis, the distribution

is uniform along the wave propagation path. Apart from the

lateral direction variations, both the techniques agree on the

intensity distribution accurately. The same can be observed

from the 1D plots, as shown in Figure 2c. We normalized the

intensity for a better understanding. The MC analysis plot has

a peak, signifying the presence of a focus. This focus is close

to 0.4mm, i.e., at the end of the epidermis. After that, there is

a substantial drop in the intensity along the path and reaches

close to zero by 3mm. On the other hand, the DA plot follows

a similar trend as the MC plot. It drops to zero by 3mm, but at

a slightly different rate. Finally, the modified analytical model,

which is based on Beer-Lambert law, predicts the trend with

high accuracy. This type of analytical model offers a quick,

accurate solution but is restricted to a 1D analysis.

B. Wave Propagation - THz regime

In this section, we perform a similar analysis as before but

with a THz wave. THz regime acts as a bridge between IR

and microwave bands. In this regime, the wavelengths vary

between 30 μm and 3 mm. The wavelengths are comparable

to the domain, so the scattering is no longer an essential

parameter for this analysis. Water has high absorption peaks

in the THz regime, and as the human body is composed of

70% water, human tissue will experience high absorption [41],

[42]. We observe similar behavior in Figure 3, where the wave

hardly enters the dermis layer. The distributions, Figures 3a

Fig. 2. Comparison of wave propagation with three different techniques; (a)
2D plot showcasing the distribution predicted with MC analysis, (b) 2D plot
showcasing the distribution predicted with diffusion approximation using FEM
software, COMSOL, (c) 1D plot signifying the normalized intensity variation
observed along the line of symmetry.

and 3b are identical as they can be considered pure-absorption

models. The 1D plots also agree well and can be noticed in

Figure 3c.

Fig. 3. Comparison of wave propagation in the THz regime (a) 2D plot show-
casing the distribution predicted with MC analysis, (b) 2D plot showcasing
the distribution predicted with diffusion approximation using FEM software,
COMSOL, (c) 1D plot signifying the normalized intensity variation observed
along the line of symmetry.

C. Melanin content - effects

This section demonstrates the effect of melanin content [43]

variation over the intensity distribution in the skin. It is a well-

known fact that melanin content in the skin plays a vital role in

light absorption. The melanin content and absorption directly

correlate; the higher the melanin concentration, the greater the

absorption. In general, light-skinned individuals possess less

melanin content when compared to dark-skinned individuals.

This variation affects the intensity distribution substantially.

To illustrate the same, we chose a visible-light wavelength of

694nm. It is the wavelength of the most commonly used light

sources readily available. Figure 4(a) compares the distribution

predicted by three methods - MC analysis, FEM-DA analysis,

and an analytical model. This plot is similar to Figure 2, except

that the intensity drops down reasonably quickly. Since the

absorption and scattering coefficients are higher than the NIR

region, this behavior seems valid. Once we determined that

the FEM-DA approach generates similar MC and analytical

results, we varied the melanin content parameter. This param-

eter is not fixed and is wavelength-dependent. We categorized

the data into three sections, depending on the melanin fraction

in individuals. The plot Figure 4(b) summarizes the intensity

distribution, and one can notice a distinct variation for all
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three sets of individuals. This plot showcases the challenge

of designing a communication channel that could work for

all individuals. When we choose EM wave as a mode of

communication for bio-sensors or implants, these intensity

plots will help determine the device’s placement based on the

melanin content.

Fig. 4. (a)1D intensity plot with all three analysis - MC, FEM-DA and
analytical model. The analysis is performed at 694nm wavelength, (b) FEM-
DA analysis by varying the melanin content inside the tissue.

D. Photothermal analysis

In this section, we will discuss the photothermal effects

associated with the EM wave interaction with human skin. As

discussed before, EM waves carry a broad spectrum range,

and depending on the frequency or wavelength of the incident

light, human skin can behave differently. For example, high-

energy EM waves such as UV could cause skin cancer. One

can notice this particular behavior in light-skinned individuals,

as the light is absorbed less, again due to the low melanin

content. When it comes to the low energy/low-frequency

EM waves, especially Radio waves and microwaves, that are

frequently used for communication, they do not pose any risk,

irrespective of the melanin content. Nevertheless, if the power

is substantially high, the energy absorbed is dissipated as heat,

increasing the tissue’s temperature. However, it is challenging

to establish high coherence energy sources, especially in the

radio and microwave regions. The only part of the spectrum

with readily available high energy sources is visible and IR.

The invention of the laser and the abundant applications in

this spectrum region boosted the research leading to a sturdy

increase in sources ranging all over the spectrum. In the

following sections, we will showcase the photothermal effects

associated with NIR and THz sources.

E. Varying the power and beam waist of the source

Here, we performed parametric analysis by varying the

power and beam waist of the sources. The beam, here, is

incident normal to the surface, as shown in Figure 1. We

divided the tissue into two parts - skin and fat. Skin is

composed of epidermis and dermis layers. The model assumes

a continuous blood flow in these regions, and blood acts as

the medium of heat transport between regions. We also applied

a heat flux boundary at the top of the skin, as there will be

heat transfer at the interface due to the airflow (convection)

outside the body. For analysis, we chose the wavelengths -

1200nm and 300 μm. We chose these wavelengths as one

of them leads to a scattering dominant distribution, while the

other to an absorption dominant behavior. The NIR wavelength

1200nm has a high scattering coefficient, while the far-IR

or THz wavelength 300 μm is the opposite in nature, with

high absorption and low scattering coefficient. As a first step,

we fixed the beam waist to 1mm and varied the incident

source’s power. We chose a different range of powers for

these wavelengths based on the present-day availability of

sources. In the NIR beam case, the power is varied from

10mW to 250mW, while for the THz beam, the power is

varied from 0.5mW to 5mW. Figure 5 represents the rise in

temperature observed in both these cases. The data represents

the maximum temperature observed in the skin. As explained

in the introduction section, the human body continuously puts

effort to stabilize the temperature change imparted by an

external source. We observe an asymptotic curve due to this

feedback system in our body. In the first case (Figure 5a), there

is an increase in the temperature by 2K, 18K, and 45K for the

incident power of 10mW, 100mW, and 250mW, respectively.

The temperature rise is pretty high for 100mW and 250mW

and could lead to irreversible damage. In the second case, i.e.,

the THz beam case, the rise is not as high as NIR, mainly due

to the incident power. There is a rise of 0.5K, 1.5K, and 7K
for the incident power of 0.5mW, 1mW, and 5mW. We chose

such a range of powers due to the scarcity of high power THz

sources. Here, a 10mW NIR beam leads to a 2K temperature

rise, while a 5mW THz beam leads to a rise of 7K. This

notable change is due to the high absorption coefficient in the

THz range.

Fig. 5. (a) Temperature rise observed by varying the NIR power source such
as 10mW, 100mW and 250mW, (b) Temperature rise observed by varying the
THz power source such as 0.5mW, 1mW and 5mW.

In this subsection, we study the effects of varying beam

waist by keeping the power constant. Here, we chose a power

of 100mW for the NIR case and 1mW for the THz case. The

beam waist plays a vital role in controlling the temperature

rise. We chose three beam waists - 0.1mm, 0.5mm, and 1mm.

The temperature rise follows a similar asymptotic trend as

before. The smaller the beam size, the larger the rise in

temperature. Decreasing the beam size increases the power
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Fig. 6. (a) Temperature rise observed by varying the beam waist of NIR
power source from 0.1mm to 1mm. (b) Temperature rise observed by varying
the beam waist of THz power source from 0.1mm to 1mm.

density, and thereby increases the temperature. Interestingly,

the rise in temperature does not scale linearly with the rate

at which beam size reduces. It might be due to the quadratic

relation between power density and the beam waist. Overall,

the beam waist is one of the crucial parameters that can be

used to control the photothermal effects.

F. Pulsed mode

The analysis performed in the previous sections assumes a

continuous wave source. To control the temperature rise, one

can also use time as a variable. Turning on and turning off

the source periodically provides the tissue time to dissipate

energy and reduce the overall temperature. These types of

sources are referred to as Pulsed sources and are often used in

medical applications. Pulsed sources fulfill the idea of using

the high-power EM wave as a medium of communication

by bringing control over the photothermal effects. We use

the duty cycle of the pulse as a parameter to control the

temperature rise. As we can notice in Figure 7a, when the

pulse is ON, there is a gradual rise in the temperature. When

the pulse is OFF, there is a substantial drop in the temperature.

The dotted line represents the time pulse, and the amount

of time it is ON defines the duty cycle. This process occurs

periodically every second. Higher the duty cycle, the higher

the rise in temperature and vice-versa. In Figure 7b, we plotted

the variation in temperature observed with a continuous source

vs pulsed source to get a clear understanding. We chose a

NIR wavelength of 1200nm, with a power of 250mW in this

case. The continuous source keeps increasing the temperature

and saturates, leading to an overall temperature rise of 45K.

Now, the same source is multiplied by a pulse with varying

duty cycles. It mimics the behavior of a pulsed source. When

the duty cycle is about 40%, i.e., when the pulse is on for

0.4sec in every 1sec interval, the temperature fluctuates along

with the applied pulse. The overall behavior/trend is similar

to a continuous source but has an overall temperature rise of

16K. There is a drop of 29K in this case. When the duty

cycle is varied to 10%, the temperature saturates to 315K, a

mere 4.5K increase in the temperature. For a 10% duty cycle,

the temperature rise is equivalent to 10% of the rise in the

continuous wave scenario. This analytical approximation helps

us determine the duty cycle based on the continuous source

temperature rise. Usually, a high-temperature rise is observed

in the superficial layers of skin as the light intensity is also

high in this region.

Fig. 7. (a) A 0.2 second time pulse along with the temperature variation, (b)
A comparison of continuous and pulsed source induced temperature variation.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have developed a fully coupled parametric model that

estimates the EM wave intensity distribution in human tissue

and the subsequent photothermal effects. The model uses

diffusion approximation of the radiative transfer equation to

predict the intensity variation along the layers of skin. We

compared the diffusion approximation with analytical and the

Monte Carlo models, using 2D distribution plots and 1D

intensity variation plots. We have also showcased the effect

of melanin content on the light distribution inside the skin.

We then moved to the photothermal analysis to foretell the

temperature rise due to the incident wave. We performed the

parametric analysis by varying some basic parameters like the

power and the beam waist of the source. We illustrated the

critical features of these parameters on the temperature rise.

Finally, we demonstrated the effect of pulsed sources on the

temperature rise and explained how one could use this feature

to control the photothermal effects. As part of the future work,

we will leverage this model to inform the design of safety

limits in future 6G macro- and nano-scale networks.
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